Mortuary Dome

Flexmort’s Mortuary Dome uses Captive Air Technology and is the most
simple, effective system to provide instant chilled mortuary space for mass
fatalities anywhere in the world from a relatively small transit pack. The
unit can be inflated within 20 minutes and once inflated does not need a
constant supply of air. Basic footprint 6m x 7m in to which 64/72 bodies
can be stored depending on racking type. The Flexmort dome may be extended easily by adding additional modular units to achieve body storage
of 200+ bodies.
The air conditioning units are mounted on wheeled bases for maximum
portability. The thermal properties of the Mortuary Dome are outstanding
through the use of the lightest and most efficient thermal insulation of its
type in the world; internal temperatures are 5˚C at upto an ambient of
40˚C but systems can be bespoke to your country’s ambient temperatures.
Furthermore, the insulation is designed to prevent thermal imaging, an
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advantage when used for mass fatality scenarios to prevent press intru(5mx6m shown)
sion.
The Mortuary Dome comes complete with our fast set up mobile mortuary
racking, as well as body boards. By cooling the whole internal structure,
taller bodies or the super obese can also be cooled. Furthermore, the insulation is attached to the structure so the system can be set up simply and
quickly.

The Flexmort Dome can be supplied with a click together plastic floor.
Storm straps and a repair kit are provided.
A thermal pan floor comes as standard as well as an all round welded waterproof ground sheet.
MADE IN ENGLAND

Air conditioned space anywhere in the
world
Inflated in 20 minutes from a 13amp
supply, generator or car battery
Dome may be transported in a pick-up,
small van, trailer or light aircraft

Email: info@flexmort.com
Web: www.flexmort.com
Tel: +44 (0)8455 333561

Weather secure in outdoor use
Fast assembly racking for body storage
Fully portable
The standard colour is grey but other
colours are available
No metal structures or concrete flooring
and can be erected on most terrains
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Racking
Flexmort’s concertina cadaver racking is fully portable and is wheeled into position and
concertinas open. The concertina racking contains rollers to enable the deceased to be
moved with ease thereby reducing manual handling issues. Furthermore, each rack is
opened and operational within seconds.

Thermal Information
Table showing the independent thermal results during insulation testing:
Thermal
Transmittance

Thermal Resistance
Product

25mm Standard insulation

Tog

Clo

6.6

4.26

K Value m²K/W U Value W/(m²K)
0.66

1.52

Figures may also be improved if a heavier insulation specification is required (e.g. for desert regions).

Technical Specification

Dimensions (bespoke sizes available)

External material is PE650. Inner material White 210
denier.
Insulation grade is Standard with an intrinsic thermal
resistance of 0.66m²K/W.
Insulation is Fire Retardant to BS 5867: Pt 2 1980.
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